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Illus 1: Airth as shown on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map of 1861 (Stirlingshire Sheet XXIV ), with components marked in blue (map reproduced from
http://www.maps.nls.uk).

1.0 Introduction to Glorious Gardens
Glorious Gardens was a two-year pilot project (2015-17) to research and record historic gardens and
designed landscapes in two areas of Scotland. The project focused on properties which are not listed in
the Historic Scotland Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes, but which still retain evidence for
their development and have some conservation value.
One strand of the pilot project, funded by Historic Environment Scotland (HES), studied properties in the
Falkirk local authority area while another strand, funded by Historic Environment Scotland and the
Heritage Lottery Fund, focused on gardens and designed landscapes (GDLs) in the Clyde & Avon Valley
Landscape Partnership (CAVLP) area.
The Glorious Gardens pilot project was initiated and managed by Scotland's Garden and Landscape
Heritage, who contracted Northlight Heritage to recruit, train and support groups of volunteers to
conduct the research and produce reports on properties in each area during 2015-17.
This report has been written by Fiona Gordon and Marion Shawcross, the volunteers who conducted the
research and survey work. The assessment of significance (section 7) was conducted by Northlight
Heritage based on their findings.

2.0 Introduction to Airth Castle
Airth Castle (NGR: NS 9000 8683) is an A-listed building in the Falkirk region, overlooking the River Forth.
The castle is now run as a hotel and spa with the Stable Block and offices providing additional
accommodation. There are 14 acres of garden and parkland around the castle, and the ruins of the
former parish church lie to the east of the building. The land falls away steeply on the south side of the
church ruins and the castle terraces. The site of the castle is about a mile to the west of the River Forth
where there was a thriving harbour in the 15th and 16th centuries. The castle lies on the edge of a south
east facing ridge above the river plain.
Airth is surrounded by other significant properties and estates: Elphinstone and Dunmore to the north,
Powfoulis to the south, Torwood to the west and the River Forth to the east.
There are two competing explanations for the origin of the name Airth. Rev James B Houston in ‘The
Place Names of Stirlingshire' (Shearer and Son, Falkirk, 1904) gives the likely origin coming from ‘airidh’,
'‘a level, green, a place where osiers grow', which might refer to the land along the Forth. Alternatively, in
Gaelic, Airth means a hill, a high place, which well describes the siting of the castle on the ridge above the
river plain.
The castle has a long history, and the first dwelling originated here around 1300. The medieval tower
which survives at the heart of the present building was a development of this earlier building. William
Wallace was said to have rescued an uncle of his from imprisonment in the tower. The Bruce family took
ownership of the castle in the 15th century. Various additions and improvements were undertaken by
the Bruce family and by the next owners, the Graham/Stirling family. The fact that the castle remained
inhabited until 1921 by the Grahams/Stirlings may explain the durability of the fabric of the castle.
The church was mostly built in the 1650s although some parts can be dated back to the 1100s. It was
abandoned in the 1820s when, during a period of rapid expansion of the village, a new parish church was
built.

The hey-day of the garden appears to be the 18th century and a number of ambitious plans survive from
this era. It is unclear to what extent any of these plans was implemented, and this will be discussed
within the report. However, a series of terraces and some stone stairs, now completely hidden by
vegetation, survive on the south side of the castle. A distinctive 19th-century walled garden to the west
of the main policies is now in separate ownership, along with a late 20th-century house built therein.
The early prosperity of the area derived from its proximity to the River Forth. In 1400 a naval shipyard
was established on the shore of the river, which became a key port for the area. James IV designated
Airth as a royal dockyard. The ships of the Scottish navy were refitted using wood from the neighbouring
Torwood forest. A coal mine was opened in 1500, followed by other industries. In the 1700s, however,
the river silted up, and the fortunes of the port and the village waned.
Name

Designation

Grade

ID

Web link

Airth Castle

Listed
building

A

LB2101

http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB2102

Sundial,
Airth Castle

Listed
building

B

LB2103

http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB2103

Stables,
Airth Castle

Listed
building

B

LB2104

http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB2104

Gateway,
Airth Castle

Listed
building

B

LB2106

http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB2106

Airth Old
Church

Scheduled
monument

SM2228

http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM2228

3.0 Methods
The study followed the project methodology, as detailed in the Glorious Gardens Method Statement (see
project archive, held at the National Monuments Record of Scotland maintained by HES).
It involved the consultation of key historic maps, aerial photographs, local and national archives, and
databases of heritage assets and statutory designations. The results were entered on a Property
Information form, hosted on a secure server, to ensure a consistent level of recording.
The desk-based research was followed by a systematic walkover survey in February 2017 to identify and
record surviving components and key elements of the historic designed landscape. The survey employed
a recording system designed for the project that combines written field notes, tablet-based data capture
and photography. All data gathered during the project are available for consultation as part of the
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Glorious Gardens archive, held at the National Monuments Record of Scotland maintained by HES. The
sources consulted are listed in section 8.
The information gathered has been synthesised to establish a baseline understanding of the development
of the designed landscape and its current state, including its overall structure, surviving components and
conservation opportunities.

4.0 Desk-based research results
4.1 Historic maps
Airth Castle appears on maps from the late 16th century onward. This section summarises the changes to
the designed landscape which are captured on each of the more informative historic maps. Section 5
draws out further evidence from the maps as it relates to specific components of the landscape.
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Illus 2: Pont's East Central Lowlands (Stirling, Falkirk and Kilsyth) (1593-96).

Pont shows a substantial three-storey castle with four-storey tower within a small enclosure. What may
be the church is depicted adjacent to the castle on the east. There are two individual trees to the northwest. Airth town is shown on the coast to the north-east, and the Powburn is to the south with a bridge
over it and a mill beside it.
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Illus 3: Adair's A Mape of the countries of Stirling (c 1680).

Adair’s map shows a considerable settlement at Airth with trees and an enclosed area extending from the
south side of the castle down to the river. The faint depiction of trees may indicate an orchard. As in
Pont’s map, the town of Airth is shown to the north of the castle, the Pow Burn to the south and the
church to the east.
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Illus 4: Roy's Military Survey of Scotland (Lowlands) (1747-55) (©British Library).

The Roy map is the first to show the gardens and designed landscape of Airth Castle in detail. It
shows three separate sections extending southwards from the house towards the river.
These areas are shown with lines of trees or other planting. There is a fourth area on the west
with a curved edge, probably a boundary with the adjacent property or agricultural area, and
within this uneven enclosure the trees are shown in an informal pattern. Roy does not show a
walled garden. There is an elliptical area to the north of the castle and offices. Extending
westwards from this area is a long, nearly rectangular area, divided into four sections: one section
shows no planting, two contain trees or shrubs, and at the western edge a small section adjoins a
boundary road. The surrounding fields are unenclosed and under cultivation. A front court is
suggested on the north front of the castle.
The castle is accessed along an east/west avenue, characteristic of mid 18th century and earlier
landscapes. There is also an avenue from the river to the main east/west avenue, which may have
been an important route into the estate at that time. There appears to be a cottage opposite the
avenue.
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Illus 5: Grassom's (1822) map To the Noblemen and Gentlemen of the County of Stirling
(South-east).

Grassom's map clarifies some of the detail shown by Roy. The various straight, tree-lined avenues
leading to the house and cutting through the woodland are clearly shown. There is evidence of
additional landscaping in the enclosures to the north and north-east of the house, whilst the
orchards to the south of the house have been removed and converted into parkland with plantings
of clumps of trees. There are no formal gardens shown. The settlement which Roy indicated to the
north-east of the house is no longer there; however, directly to the north-east a small structure
may represent the church. The stables to the north-west of the castle are shown for the first time
in a U-shaped arrangement. The building shown north-east of the castle could be the church
shown by Pont (see Illus 2). A cottage is shown opposite the West Drive.
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Illus 6: Ordnance Survey six-inch map (1st edition), Stirlingshire Sheets XXIV.4 and XXIV.3 (Airth). Surveyed 1861,

published 1865.

This map shows a considerable amount of detail when compared with earlier maps. The castle now appears in the
triangular form that exists today.
There are four approaches indicated on this map and a further two indicated by earlier maps and tree planting
remnants on this first edition of the OS map. A service drive extends from the north-west to the stables/office
courtyard. A further approach extends from the west in a straight line to the front of the stables/office courtyard
and on to the house, where it forks to reach both the front and rear of the building. On the north side it opens up
into a large, rectangular carriage sweep. The main approach to the house at this time (1861) seems to be from the
north, where an apparently broad and straight tree-lined driveway approaches the house through open parkland
which is dotted with occasional specimen trees. On the east side of this main drive, as it draws nearer to the house,
it is adjoined by a simpler approach which was probably associated initially with the church and graveyard. This
drive (now Castle Drive), which gives quick access to the main road (A905), sweeps through mixed woodland that
serves as shelter belt to adjacent parks on the north and south sides. There are possibly remnants of two older
approaches to Airth Castle indicated by what appear to be remnant avenues. Roughly west of the stables/office
courtyard, a linear, tree-lined 'way' is suggested, and this is likely to be a remnant of such a feature clearly notable
on the Roy map extending from the west right through to the main North Drive. A further tree-lined avenue or
'way' is suggested on the south side of the house, extending from in front and below the stables/offices courtyard,
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down to the river. This is also clearly shown on the Roy map (1747-55) and may have been of some age prior to
publication of Roy's map. These tree-lined features are likely to be remnants of earlier designed landscapes
(possibly late 17th or early 18th century) around Airth Castle.
The two arms of the earlier L-shaped Airth Castle (visible on the Roy map 1747-55) have been joined by architect
David Hamilton’s baronial front, and the stables/office courtyard appears largely unchanged from Grassom's earlier
map. A walled garden (not shown on previous maps), subdivided into four sections with an enclosed orchard to the
south, is located on the west side of the property, beyond the afore-mentioned drives and approaches to the
Castle. Pathways encircle the walled garden at this time, and on the west exterior side there is a potting shed/
gardener’s workshop that seems to be integral to the structure of the wall (which the pathway seems to extend
through). An orchard is shown on the enclosed field on the exterior south side of the walled garden.
The steep slopes to the south of the castle appear to be arranged in east/west terraces, indicated by hachures. A
particularly close examination of the map shows a set of stone-built steps descending from the westernmost
plateau above the walled lower terraces (which are inaccessible today). These steps are still there, but they are
hidden by undergrowth.
A cottage is shown opposite the west entrance to the property. It appears on Grassom's map but could also be
present on Roy's map; it is unclear. This is possibly a gardener’s or other estate worker’s cottage rather than a gate
lodge, although this is speculation.
The area to the north of the castle given to woodland is diminished, although more extensive than shown in
Grassom’s time. There are no formal beds or parterres indicated, but the remains of the church and churchyard are
shown to the north-east of the castle. Also of interest is the small wash-house and associated bleaching green
adjacent to (and on the south side of) the Airth Mill lade that runs across the designed landscape below the
terraces. Various 'service' footpaths between buildings or bigger routeways through the designed landscape can be
noted. There are also a number of possible pleasure walks — for example, on both sides of the main west drive and
below the terraced garden.
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Illus 7: Ordnance Survey six-inch map (2nd edition), Stirlingshire Sheets XXIV.4 and XXIV.3 (Airth). Surveyed
1896, published 1897.

The second-edition six-inch map shows little change on the whole. The approaches remain the same,
although the detail regarding tree planting appears to be compromised. The map suggests that the
avenues are no longer formally planted and that the parkland specimen and remnant avenue trees have
all been removed. This is unlikely to be the case. The terraces on the south side of the castle are shown
with the east/west path following the contours of the land. The walled garden and orchard remain as in
the earlier OS map, and the small potting shed on the exterior west side remains. The gardener's cottage
near the west drive has a larger enclosed rear garden than previously, and there is a small structure in the
adjacent woodland to the north. The house is shown to have a small glass house or conservatory on the
east side. The wash-house and enclosed bleaching green remain visible, but the steps on the west side of
the terraces are not shown. There are still several service footpaths/pleasure walks within the grounds of
the property.
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Illus 8: Ordnance Survey 25-inch map (3rd edition), Stirlingshire Sheets XXIV.4 and XXIV.3 (Airth). Revised
1913, published 1915.

As can be seen very clearly, the trees are once more represented on the map, and therefore we can
conclude that the previous edition failed to map trees as accurately as the 1st edition map. There have
been few major changes to the landscape, and this could partly be due to this publication being a revision
rather than a full survey. The pathways around the walled garden and within it have gone, and it may be
that it fell out of use sometime prior to 1913. The orchard remains in place, and a small pheasantry is
shown to the south of the stables/office courtyard.
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Illus 9: Ordnance Survey 1:25,000, Maps of Great Britain series, Sheet NS88. Published 1956.

This 1956 map clearly shows both east and west drives in use, as well as a road (once the North Drive)
accessing the town to the north. The house has not yet been built in the walled garden, and the orchard
to the south of the walled garden is shown. The housing estate that currently lies to the north of Airth
Castle on what was policy parkland must be later than the 1950s. There are no notable or specific garden
features in the immediate vicinity of the castle; the terraces are shown merely as sloping ground.
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4.2 Aerial Photographs

Illus 10: This recent aerial photograph (Google Earth 2016) shows the poor general condition of the terraces
on the south side of the hotel.

There is an alcove in the middle terrace which is in a state of disrepair and partial collapse, and it appears
to be in poor general condition in this photograph. The lower terrace, although not as overgrown as it is
now, does not appear to be tended. The garden area at the front of the castle has been laid as lawn with
shrubbery and trees at the edges providing some interest. The planting here appears to be modern, while
in other parts the trees may be older.
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Illus 12: A Google Earth aerial photo from 2010.

This clearly shows that much of the parkland to the north has been given over to housing. The
stables/office courtyard has been dramatically extended (apparently to include a spa and residential
accommodation), and there are a house within the walled garden and two further dwellings between the
walled garden and the entrance to the West Drive.

5.0 Timeline for the Airth Castle Designed Landscape
12th-13th
centuries

In 1128, the church and its lands were given by David I to the Augustinian Canons of
Holyrood Abbey. The medieval settlement consisted of the castle, church and several
streets. The castle was owned by the ‘de Erths’. The poet Blind Harry (c 1440-1492) wrote
an epic poem about William Wallace that told the story of Wallace storming the earlier
wooden tower to rescue his uncle, a priest from Dunipace, who had been imprisoned there.
Source: http://www.falkirklocalhistorysociety.co.uk
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Illus 13: View of the medieval tower (to left) from the south-east, 2004 (Falkirk Local History
Society) .

1400s-1632

Airth belonged to a branch of the Bruce family from the mid 15th century until the late 17th
century, as detailed in Thomas McGrowther's (1928) The Bruces of Airth and their Barony.
The castle was burned following the Battle of Sauchieburn, in 1488. Robert Bruce of Airth
rebuilt the castle as a simple three-storey rectangular tower, with a crenellated parapet.
This tower, known as Wallace's tower, survives and is the oldest part of the present castle.
Early in the 16th century a wing was added to the tower, and in 1581 a square tower was
added to the east end of this wing, extending northwards. The footprint of the castle was
now L-shaped. The new wing had dormer windows with pediments at roof level. An estate
plan dated 1721 (Illus 14) shows a further wing, but it is not on a 1762 plan, so perhaps this
was never built or was demolished.
Robert Bruce and his son, Alexander, the owners in the 16th century, were astute
landowners and developed the land resourcefully and established mines. However,
Alexander's successors dissipated the fortune they inherited, and the estate was then sold
to William Graham in 1632, president of the Privy Council and advisor to Charles I. Financial
problems forced the Grahams to lease the estate to brothers John and James Hope.

1632-1717

Alexander Bruce, who had been forced to sell Airth in 1632, joined the Scots Brigade in the
Netherlands, thinking he had no chance of acquiring the former family seat. He married a
wealthy Dutch heiress, Anna van Eyck. In 1648, the end of the 30 Years’ War changed the
political landscape, and he returned to Scotland, accompanied by his wife, and retrieved the
Airth estate from the Hope brothers.
Alexander returned to Holland in 1651 to join the fight against the English Commonwealth,
only returning to live at Airth in 1665, where he died a year later. Anna stayed in Airth until
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her death in 1673. Anna may have spent some of her wealth developing the garden, as the
highly developed garden survey dated 1721 shows some Dutch features (see Illus 14).
In 1673 Anna died and was succeeded by her daughter, Elizabeth. Her husband William
Dundas was involved in the failed Jacobite uprising in 1715, and as a result the estate had to
be sold again.

Illus 14: Ane Exact Plan of Airth the Seat of the honourable Mr James Graham Admiral of Scotland. Surveyed
first and drawn at Ednr Septr 10th 1721 by William Boutcher, 1721.

1717-46

In 1717, the Airth estate was sold to James Graham, Judge Admiral of Scotland (Brown
2012, 276) and first Earl of Airth. He was clearly keen to develop a garden commensurate
with his status as the Judge Admiral of Scotland. He commissioned two of three designs for
the estate grounds, and some still survive.
William Boutcher, a garden designer of repute, drew what he called 'Ane Exact Plan of
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Airth... Surveyed first and drawn at Ednr [Edinburgh]...' (Illus 14, above). The caption implies
that this is a survey of an existing garden; if so, it shows that the Bruce family had
maintained a garden of significant merit. If, however, the Boutcher 'survey' is in fact a plan of
a design for a garden yet to be created, it might have no bearing on the existing state of the
garden ground in 1721. If it were a plan, it might not have been implemented, or only
partially implemented, although certainly the three terraces he drew were created at some
point.
Brown (2012, 277-8) observes:
The survey purports to be 'exact' and shows three terraces, supported by vertical
walls, edged with alternating trees and shrubs, lying to the south of the castle. A
bowling green may have lain to the east of the upper terrace. These terraces, or
their replacements, survive today. To the west of the lowest terrace and on the same
alignment is a small rectangular walled enclosure with trees planted within the
walls, labelled 'kitchen ground for early peas'. Below this is a long canal with semicircular ends and an exedra on the south side in alignment with the centre of the
house and with the avenue to the south. It runs through a plantation laid out partly
in a strong geometric design and partly in wilderness fashion, that is with curving
paths through the trees. To the north west of the house is a walled garden divided
into four by grass paths edged with trees, which meet in a circle at its centre.
From Airth Castle, the slope falls away steeply and abruptly on the south to flat ground
stretching to the river. This slope was sculpted into the three terraces. The geometric
plantation, avenue and parkland depicted by Boutcher would have been (or were?) an
impressive sight from the terraces and the castle windows.
Analysis of maps from the mid 18th and mid 19th centuries seems to indicate that the basic
structure depicted by Boutcher was indeed in place, either before his survey or based on his
design. Illus 15 compares the 1721 plan with the Roy map of c 1750 and the 1st edition
Ordnance Survey 25-inch map of 1861.
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Illus 15: A comparison of William Boutcher's 1721 plan (above left, inverted) and William Roy's survey of c
1750 (above right) with the Ordnance Survey 25-inch 1st edition map (Stirlingshire), Sheets XXIV.4 and
XXIV.3 (Airth), surveyed in 1861.
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Boutcher's plan shows an avenue leading south from the terraces and canal to the river, with
policy parkland to the left (west) protected by a shelter belt and a large orchard to the right
(east). This area of parkland, the orchard and the avenue are all shown on the Roy map and
also on the OS 1st edition, although the orchard was fairly depleted by the time the latter
was surveyed; both later maps show a shelter belt or linear planting between the orchard
and river.
Boutcher shows the geometric plantation as extending south from the terraces below the
house to the river, and it measures slightly longer than the adjacent avenue, orchard and
parkland. However, as the OS map shows with much more accuracy than Roy's, the area
between the terraces and the river is only half as long north to south as the area west of
here due to a sharp northward kink in the river. Where Boutcher depicts the geometric
plantation, Roy shows a small orchard and the OS shows parkland planted with specimen
trees. Neither of the later maps shows the walled garden that Boutcher depicts to the northwest of the house.
Today, the area of the plantation, parkland, avenue and orchard is mainly under arable
cultivation. The wall that revets the lowest terrace drops to a flat expanse of land which is
heavily overgrown with trees and Japanese knotwood. The canal that Boutcher drew
running parallel to it would have followed the line of the mill lade shown on the OS map, but
there is no evidence that it was ever dug.
Another plan of the gardens at Airth is, according to Brown (2012, 328), also by Boutcher.
She argues that this puts forward an elaboration of features that already existed, perhaps
those in Boutcher's 'exact plan' (Illus 14), rather than an entirely new scheme.
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Illus 16: Damaged garden plan from early 18th century, entitled A Plan of the West Avenue Garden Banks
Terrasses pieces of water and offices about the House of Airth The Seat of Mr James Graham of Airth
(reproduced in Brown 2012).

The key reads as follows:
1. The back entry along the south side of the New Bowling Green, the Breast Wall and Raill, beside the
Avenue and back up from the entry to the Bowling Green
2. A stair up from the back entry to the Bowling Green
3. Bowling Green on the north side of the paved court leading to the kitchen to be sunk 1 foot lower than
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the level of the paved court with a rail over the Breast Wall. A faced wall to be on the north side of the
back entry level with the top of the Breast Wall and Bank, up from it to the great court commonly
called the Bowling Green.
4. A stair up to the Great Court and leading from the door that goes from the same to the church
5. The terrace on the south side of the House
6. The Great bank on the south side of the House
7. The Terrass att the foot of the Great Bank
8. The Terrass att the bottom of the Terrass Wall
9. The border att the bottom of the forsaid Wall
10. The Lower or Great Bank Wall a bastion on the middle where the Little Bank and Terrass now are
11. The low walk att the foot of the banks
12. A piece of water to be made where the low garden is with a bank about the water sloping from the
common level of the ground down to it
13. A lawn with an obelisque upon it. This lawn is raised upon a bank above the common level of the
ground and which is made up with the earth that comes out at the great piece of water. These banks
and Terrasses and pieces of water and to the south and front on the west side of the former are ……. to
the New Bowling Green
14. Three fire walls for the vines and other early fruit
15. A walk directly opposite and in line with the cross entry from the Lyme walk to the West entry on which
……… the west end of the Terrass and East end of the New Kitchen garden and serves to lead down to
the south parks

Unfortunately, the plan cannot be reproduced to a scale that enables the numbers to be visible, but it
clearly shows the terraces south of the castle. Stylistically, this is quite different from the geometric
approach recorded in Boutcher's 'exact plan. 'The outstanding feature is the curvaceous baroque water
feature linked to a short canal. The key clearly shows the expectation that the plan would be implemented
as instructions were included; however, it is thought that this did not happen.
A set of three undated plans also survives. These are significantly different both from Boutcher’s 1721 plan
and the damaged plan (Illus 16). In this set James Graham is referred to as an advocate, not as 'Admirall of
Scotland.' The plans, which are in private ownership and cannot be copied, were almost certainly drawn
up by another draughtsman/designer rather than Boutcher.
They consist of one plan of the whole garden area, from the church yard in the west to the (proposed)
gardener’s cottage in the east, and two smaller plans elaborating the designs for the east corner of the
house and the south side.
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The three plans are titled:
•

Plan of the House, Parks and Gardens of Airth Castle, the seat of James Graham, advocate

•

Plan that serves to describe the East end of the terrace and banks on the south side of Airth Castle

•

Plan of section of the Terrace and banks on the south side of Airth Castle

Copies of these plans are held in the National Records Office at Sighthill, Edinburgh. They are thought to
date to the early 18th century, at the time when Judge Graham was settling himself into his new seat. It is
perhaps unlikely that he had the means to proceed with the landscape designs to which he aspired, given
the poor state of his financial affairs. A rough hand-drawn sketch (which is not to scale) of the main plan
(1) is reproduced below (Illus 17), with a key.
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Illus 17: Sketch copy of plan in National Archives, undated, unsigned PHP 14863/1.

Key:
A House
B The Offices
C The Courts
D The outer Courts
E Avenue opening by the lawn
F The Church
G The People’s way to the Church
H The Wilderness
J Terrass Walk
K Slope Bank
L Canal
M Open lawn edged with evergreen
N The Fruit Orchard
O Plantation of Trees
P Kitchen Garden
Q Washing House and laundry
1746-90

Judge Graham was married to Lady Mary Livingston, daughter of the third earl of Callendar,
and they had two sons and two daughters. In 1746 he was succeeded by his son, William
Graham (1730-90), who was only 16 when his father died and who found himself saddled
with serious debts. Despite this, William wrote very highly of his father, commending the
'manner in which he brought up a large family, to whom he gave a very expensive education
and the style in which he lived on a very small income' making him 'one of the most
extraordinary characters of the age.' (Extract of memoranda kept by James Graham, from
letters received from home when he was in India between 1781 and 1803. In Box 1, folder 7
of the Graham family papers, NLS collections).
William was also liable to live beyond his means and was persuaded by his lawyer to marry
an heiress. In 1790 he married Anne, the daughter of Sir Henry Stirling, creating an enduring
link between two historically significant Scottish families. William and Anne had seven sons
and eight daughters.
William was the laird in 1762 when work was commissioned to re-route estate roads,
apparently for ease of travel rather than for landscape reasons. Illus 18 shows that the plan
was implemented.
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Illus 18: Copy of plan of intended road from the Avenue of Airth Castle to the SW corner of Dunmore Wood
1762, surveyor Joseph Scott. National Archives: RHP 14869.

1781-90

William wrote to his uncle serving in India regarding the pleasure of a fine summer evening
at Airth:
When everything looks charming, to be driven up the avenue when every well known
object would strike your sight. The row of walnut trees with the intermediate rowans
with their blushing berries on the one hand and the larch and oaks in the quarry, and
chestnut trees on the other, the stack yard where the little garden stile stands, where
the rose bush still flourishes and the turf seat, though a little out of repair, might still
answer the purpose for which it was intended.... Everything would excite your
emotion.
(Memorandum by James Graham of letters received from home during his stay in India, 1781 –
1803, Graham family papers, Box 1, Folder 7, NLS, collections)

The garden that William inherited from his father was clearly distinctive and much loved, but
it is impossible to know how much of the earlier garden survived half a century later.
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William was a subscriber to the important 1775 book Treatise on Forest Trees by William
Butcher, the son of William Boutcher, the designer who had drawn up detailed garden plans
for his father in 1721. The book was funded by subscription.
A painting by Archibald Winter shows the castle from the low ground beneath the southfacing slope. No terraces are shown in the painting although it dates from 1764, a few
decades later than the surveys and plans depicting terraces on this side of the castle, and
indeed where they still exist in the 21st century. Maybe the fashion had changed and
Archibald Winter painted with artistic licence.

Illus 19: Painting by Archibald Winter of the south-facing elevation of Airth Castle (1764).

In 1788 William Graham wrote to his sister Annie that '... the garden wall is capped so make
a list of trees for it’. This is probably a reference to the newly constructed walled garden.
In 1824 William wrote to his sister Mary:
I think that a flower garden in the quarry on the west approach will be my ideal for the
place; I think a beautiful arbour might be made there with ivy and honeysuckle and
some pretty shrubs planted on the rocks in order to overshadow the arbour which
make it beautiful. (Graham family papers, NLS, Box 1 folder 2)
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Mary’s response was not included in the bundle of letters. There is no sign of a quarry
garden in the later maps, and maybe William did not go ahead with the plan. The western
approach contains many shrubs, but there are no garden flowers now as the canopy is too
dense.
1790-1805

William’s eldest son James, a soldier in India, succeeded him in 1790 and built the U-shaped
stable/office courtyard in 1804 to designs by architect William Stirling, a close relation.
The family were good letter writers, and extracts from a collection of letters James received
in India between 1781 and 1803 include references to the garden. (Memoranda of James
Graham of Airth, 1803, taken down from a collection of letters he received in India between
1781 and 1803.) For example, one letter from his sister Bess says:
In a short time the violets all through the banks will begin to appear, and soon after,
the blossoms of the few wild strawberries which yet remain, and which I think taste
sweeter than those the garden yields; the high garden, the old cherry trees, the
library park, the kirk stile with the old trees that wreath their old fantastic roots on
high under which you have often played …. What pleasure do I not fancy awaits my
dear brother on his return? (Graham family papers, NLS, Box 1 folder 2)
James built the stable block in 1804. The architect was William Stirling, a close family
member. James had no children, so on his death in 1805, Airth was inherited by his brother
Thomas. Thomas added ‘Stirling’ to the family name.

1805

Thomas Graham-Stirling embarked on an ambitious programme of renovation and
improvement, commissioning the architect David Hamilton to build an extension linking the
two wings and thus making a triangular building. A planned third wing appears not to have
been built.
William Stirling, the family architect, implemented Hamilton’s remodelling plans.
Unfortunately, no plans for the garden survive from this time. Stirling also designed many
houses and buildings in the village, including Airth manse (1813), Airth school (1810) and
the parish church (1818) (http://www.scottisharchitects.org.uk).
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Illus 20: Front elevation showing David Hamilton’s 1807 addition (Canmore image SC01220726.jpg).

1836-1920

Thomas Graham-Stirling left Airth to his eldest son William, who became the 5th Earl of
Airth in 1836. He was in turn succeeded by his only son Thomas in 1883, who was
Lieutenant General and Colonel of the Scot’s guards. He married Jemima in 1873, and they
had two daughters. In 1898, on the death of her father, the eldest daughter, Helen,
succeeded to the Airth estate. When she died in 1920, the estate was sold and went into
decline until it was bought and subsequently opened as a hotel in 1971.
Family documents show that there was an abundance of produce grown and that care was
taken in choosing gardeners to work on the estate. Thomas Graham-Stirling writing to his
mother (Anne, née Stirling) in 1808 says:
I would wish the gardener to plant more strawberries and to make the asparagus bed
in the low garden. Do you think the nursery ground would do for a small orchard? It
would be sheltered by the Powside orchard and covered by the oaks from the north
and from the house. (Graham family papers, NLS, Box 1 folder 2)
The low garden Thomas describes is no doubt south of the castle below the terraced
gardens, an area now so neglected and overgrown it is hard to imagine it was once
productive.
In 1809 Thomas’ wife Caroline wrote to her mother-in-law from London expressing a fear
that Airth was too large for them to maintain especially as they wanted a larger family.
(They went on to have three sons and one daughter).
Correspondence between Thomas, Caroline and Anne frequently concerned gardening and
agriculture, including the care of horses, use of dung, and the best way to grow oats and
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potatoes. In 1811, a baby boy was born who has ‘the nose like great grandpa the judge’!
Caroline and Thomas Graham-Stirling were active in the community and busy on the estate.
The family papers show that the family was still enjoying the garden in the second half of
the 19th century. For example, the children of William Graham, the 5th Earl of Airth, were
writing to their uncle in 1877: 'we have taken the garden tools that papa got us in Exeter
and we are going to use them to keep the garden clean' (Graham family papers, NLS, Box 2
folder 1).
However, there is little information after this that throws light on the family life, and there is
nothing further on the garden in the family papers. Thomas Graham-Stirling left Airth to his
eldest son William, who became the 5th Earl of Airth. He was in turn succeeded by his only
son, Thomas, in 1883. Thomas was Lieutenant General and Colonel of the Scot’s Guards. He
married his wife, Jemima, in 1873; they had two daughters. In 1898, on the death of her
father, the eldest daughter, Helen, succeeded to the Airth estate.
Robert Gillespie writing in the mid 19th century throws some light on the condition of the
house and garden:
The front of the house gives the south the cold shoulder. Everything is so hoary and
ancient, is enveloped in legendary clouds. The ruins of the church were encircled by a
burial-wild, in which the tombstones are all broken and defaced, and more than
covered with a luxuriant growth of nettles.
. . .
In summer the avenue leading to the castle is completely overshadowed by thick
foliage. But everywhere on the Airth estate are oaks, ashes, walnuts, chestnuts and
elms of remarkable beauty; while across the ruins of the old garden are many more
specimens of the bay, Portuguese laurel and holly. (Gillespie, 1868, page 140)
This description captures the atmosphere in the old garden at the beginning of the 21st
century as well.
1920-71

Helen Graham, the last of the Graham family to own Airth, died in 1920. The estate was sold
to a Mr A C Forrester. In 1971 Mr Forrester, or his heir, sold the castle and it became a hotel
(http://www.airthcastlehotel.com/).
The castle was listed in 1971 and is still a hotel. Whilst there have been no alterations to its
external fabric, considerable work has been undertaken around the stable blocks, adding a
sauna, bedrooms, and other facilities. The lawns and beds in the immediate vicinity of the
castle and stable blocks are being maintained, and the grass on the terraces is mowed, but
there appears to have been no other restoration or development of the gardens or policies.
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6.0 Components of the Designed Landscape
The following designed landscape components still exist at Airth Castle. Illus 1 shows their locations.
Category

Name

Gardens

Terraced Gardens
Pleasure Gardens
Walled Garden

Offices

Stable Block

Drives & approaches

West Drive
East Drive

Burial ground

Airth Church & Burial Ground

Residential buildings

Gardeners Cottage

Policy woodland

Airth Woodland

This section summarises the historical development of each component and describes its current
character and condition.

6.1 Gardens
Terraced Gardens (Illus 21, 22)
The land on the south side of the castle slopes sharply downhill from the building to the flatter land of the
flood plain of the river Forth. William Roy’s Military map gives a lot of detail but does not identify this
area as terracing . Boutcher’s survey dated 1721 (Illus 14) shows terraces here, as do the other two
contemporaneous plans. The 1st edition 25-inch and six-inch OS maps show the escarpment and terraces,
as do subsequent editions. It is unclear when the terraces were first established, but they could
conceivably date to the mid to later 17th century.
A sundial stood on one of the terraces at some point. None of the OS maps shows a sundial in this
position; it may have been moved here relatively late in the sequence from another location. The sundial
is listed as category B and was recorded in situ by RCAHMS in the 1960s and '70s. The listing does not
contain any information about it, but it appears from a photograph on the Canmore website to date to
the 18th century. The photograph shows it as a squared stone block with the hours carved on one vertical
face with small sockets for the metal fitting, and small faces and foliage carved in relief at the corners
(https://canmore.org.uk/site/219904/airth-castle-sundial). It is no longer on the terraces and its location
is unknown.
There is now a small gravel terrace next to the building, and a series of linear terraces, under grass,
extends to the south. These terraced pleasure grounds and paths are arranged in a linear fashion, running
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east/west. They extend from the edge of the car park below the stables to the east edge of the site, near
the churchyard. The upper edge of the middle terrace is revetted with drystone, partly slumped and
fringed on north with rhododendrons, laurel and large conifers; the revetment here is c 1.2 m high. The
rectangular terrace to the south face of the castle is defined by a high ashlar sandstone wall with flat
coping angled at the outer edge. From the base of the wall, the land slopes steeply down to a lower linear
terrace, also under grass. The slope is revetted by another random rubble ashlar stone wall c 1.2 m high
with a large central semi-circular alcove; the revetment is largely missing along the base of slope at the
west end. The lower terrace is defined on the south by a high sandstone wall with flat coping. A third
terrace below this is covered in Japanese knotweed, with yew, spruce, beech, etc along the outer edge,
some of these of great age. A stone stairway at the west end of the middle terrace is completely hidden
by dense overgrowth. There is an overgrown beech hedge on the boundary wall on the east side of the
terrace, separating the garden from the churchyard. Modern steps connect the top terrace to the middle
terrace at the west side.
The steeply shaping topography means that the terraces would be barely visible from the rooms of the
castle, and there is no direct entrance leading from the Terraced Gardens into the castle.
The condition of the terraces is mixed. The lower revetment (the part surviving on the east) has cracked,
and part of it has been pushed forward by the weight of the slope; the section to the west is largely
removed and slumped. The alcove is very overgrown, and its masonry appears damaged. The sandstone
steps that lead downhill from the second (middle) terrace are virtually invisible because of undergrowth,
and it is not possible to see their state. The modern steps connecting the first and second terraces are in
poor condition.
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Illus 21: Second and third terrace below the south elevation of the castle.

Illus 22: Alcove in the second terrace wall; a seat here would have given a view across to the River Forth

Pleasure Gardens (Illus 23, 24)
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The lawns and shrubbery that today lie to the north of the castle do not appear on earlier plans or maps.
On Boutcher’s plan this area appears to be a formal garden with two rectangular beds either side of a
central path facing on to a semi-circular enclosure. This also appears on Roy’s military map, but it is not
identified on the OS 1st edition map, published in 1887. The changes to the footprint of the castle in
1807/08 would have had an impact on the formal gardens to the north.
The Pleasure Gardens now consist of an expanse of undulating lawn with bordered shrubs and trees and
several beds planted with shrubs: rose, buddleia, cotoneaster, laurel and brambles. The gardens frame
the west facade of the castle, providing a verdant setting for the entrance. The Stable Block on the northwest side, which was considerably extended in the 20th century, is visible from the lawns through the
shrubs but not from the castle, as pines, oak and larch form a screen for it on the west side. Pine, larch
and oak also provide a dense screen from the modern housing estate to the north. The largest island bed
has mature specimen trees at the centre, including six different ornamental conifers, growing closely
together and surrounded by lower shrubs. Some of the larger trees probably survive from an earlier
designed landscape, possibly from the early 19th century when the fort-like west façade was added.

Illus 23: Rock garden in island bed lawns facing north front of the castle.
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Illus 24: From the Pleasure Gardens, looking towards 20th-century hotel extensions at the Stable Block.

Walled Garden (Illus 25, 26, 27)
The walled garden is located to the west of the castle and stables/offices at quite a distance. To the south
of the walled garden there is an area enclosed by broad leaved trees, now containing grass and rushes,
which may have been an orchard.
The first appearance of a Walled Garden is on the 1st edition OS six-inch map, for which the area was
surveyed in 1861. The garden is almost rectangular with a curved wall on the north side. It is depicted as
subdivided internally into four sections. The 25-inch OS map shows an almost identical representation of
the Walled Garden.
The perimeter wall of the Walled Garden is virtually intact, built of blond sandstone. A mid 20th-century
house has been built inside it; most of the rest of the interior is laid to lawn with narrow perimeter
flowerbeds. The east wall stands approximately 8' high by the gate and 10' high by the south-east corner,
where the ground slopes down towards the south. The wall is topped by flat grey coping stones. The main
entrance is in the east, with a contemporary iron gate between brick-built piers. The south and west walls
are of brick. The north wall has a curved corner; this was often a device used to avoid having dark, damp,
sharply angled corners.
The south wall is approx 10' high, and there are doorways at both sides, almost covered by foliage. There
is one door with a wrought iron gate in the west wall and no doorways in the north wall. There are several
iron pins in the exterior of the south wall, and an end-on brick string course at about 7' above ground
level. The wall has marks which suggest that there was a lean-to building and a short extension (6') at
right angles to the main wall which perhaps supported a shed.
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The exterior of the south wall faces an open area about 20' wide, protected by a shelter belt of Scots
pine; this may have been a ‘slip nursery’ for bringing on trees before planting in their permanent
positions. There is one surviving pear tree growing against the wall. On the west side is a ha-ha, approx 23' high at a distance of approx 10', beyond which is an area of largely ponticum and laurel shrubbery.

Illus 25: North-west corner of walled garden showing right-angled extension, perhaps for an external bothy.

Illus 26: The gate in the west wall, showing it has been widened as the sandstone lintel does not cover the
opening and the quoins are missing on the left side.
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Illus 27: Exterior south wall of the Walled Garden.

6.2 Offices
Stable Block (Illus 24, 28, 29)
The early 18th-century plans all show the offices and Stable Block in a similar position on the north-west
of the castle, where indeed the Stable Block is now. There are no stables or offices shown on Roy’s map,
so this is one part of the plan that clearly was not implemented. The present building was built in 1804 by
William Stirling (Dictionary of Architects, www.scottisharchitects.org.uk). The 1st edition OS (1861) map
shows a U-shaped structure.
The old stable buildings are well preserved and are listed (category B). They consist of three two-storey
Georgian buildings of blond sandstone in a U-shaped arrangement linked at the corners by lower Lshaped corner buildings, now harled and painted cream. The main central building has two wide, archheaded entrances for carriages; there was presumably a third at the centre which has been replaced. The
roofs are pitched slate. The central carriage house, with a higher roofline than the two flanking buildings,
has hipped gables and five upper-storey windows and is slightly grander than the adjacent buildings. The
entrance to the courtyard is through two square, pyramidical gate posts in a sandstone ashlar wall, which
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abuts the range and appears contemporary with it. The path to the entrance bisects a well-kept courtyard
garden of gravel and grass with ornamental planting adjacent to the wall.
The east side of the original Stable Block and two newer additions form a rectangular pebbled courtyard
garden enclosed on three sides. It is crossed by two meandering stone paths, which could be made of
stones from an earlier garden. The paths are being encroached upon by creeping weeds. The Stable Block
stands at the top of the steep slope, and a low wall with a cavity for planting separates the roadway from
the sloping ground.
As it is set back from the driveway and screened by mature trees, the Stable Block has no clear vista
across to the River Forth and no view of the Pleasure Gardens. The modern spa buildings on the west side
face on to a large car park area and are not visible from the castle or the main drive.

Illus 28: East side of Stable Block.
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Illus 29: Main section and east side of Stable Block.

6.3 Drives & approaches
East Drive (Illus 30, 31)
There is now only one vehicular access route to the site, the East Drive, which approaches the castle from
the A905. There have been routes from both the east and the west since the time of Roy's map in the mid
18th century. The West Drive is now a tarred footpath.
The approach from the A905, the road between Grangemouth and Stirling, is now under tarmac and
follows the line of approach shown on the 1st edition OS map.
The eastern gate is flanked by 18th-century sandstone gateposts, which signify that this was the key
approach for important visitors. They are topped with carved urns, and they abut curving sandstone
random rubble walls topped with balustrades and curved coping. The gateway is listed (category B).
The East Drive is now shared with the residents of the 20th-century Airth Castle Park residential estate.
The approach road is edged with mature specimen trees, mainly oaks and Scots pine, with laurels and
rhododendrons. The entrance and drive are in good condition; the laurels and rhododendrons appear
pruned, but the undergrowth is dense.
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Illus 30: The East Drive category B-listed entrance, from the A905.

Illus 31: View from the Airth Castle estate through the east gates towards the Forth flood plain.

West Drive (Illus 32, 33, 34)
The West Drive appears on Roy's map and the 1st edition OS and subsequent maps. It has probably been
the main service road leading from the public road. It is now in part a tarmac footpath leading from the
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Stable Block to the Gardener's Cottage, where it splits and becomes a tarmac lane, one leg leading south
to Carronshore via Abbeytown Bridge over the Powburn and the other leg leading north to the Walled
Garden.
The West Drive footpath is approximately 3 m wide, bordered by very slumped and spread, moss-covered
stony banks. A narrow strip along the centre (c 0.5 m wide) is metalled with rough asphalt, but to either
side the drive is overgrown with weeds and self-sown saplings and is not maintained. It is lined with
relatively dense growth of mature trees (not a formal avenue) including larch, sycamore, holly, oak and
beech with an understorey of laurels, especially along the north side, and some rhododendron (not
species) to the south. Along the south leg towards the Gardener's Cottage there is a possible trace of a
surviving oak avenue, along with some self-sown ash and yew.

Illus 32: South leg of West Drive, leading past the Gardener's Cottage.
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Illus 33: Single-arch sandstone bridge carrying the south leg of West Drive over the Pow Burn.

Illus 34: The leg of West Drive leading from the Stable Block to the Gardener's Cottage, now a footpath.
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6.4 Church & Burial Ground
Airth Church & Burial Ground (Illus 35, 36)
Airth Church and Burial Ground are immediately east of the castle, reflecting their close historical
association with the family, and are likewise perched on the edge of the high ground overlooking the Firth
of Forth.
The church, which is a scheduled monument, dates from a number of key periods. The nave almost
certainly dates from c 1130 when David I granted the church of Airth to the Abbey of Holyrood; an aisle
was added in the 12th century, and the semi-circular arch was probably constructed in 1614. The church
is now roofless and completely overgrown, so that access is restricted. Three aisles survive: Airth (1480),
Elphinstone (1593) and Bruce (1614). In the Bruce aisle, according to the ‘Buildings of Scotland’, there is a
sandstone effigy of a recumbent woman with two curled-up dogs at her feet. There are apparently castiron mortsafes in the graveyard, which were used in the 19th century to thwart body snatchers (Gifford &
Walker 2002). Unfortunately, we were unable to see these features during the survey through the thick
undergrowth.
The Burial Ground is enclosed by a blond sandstone ashlar wall, quite tumbled, with a high outer iron rail
fence along the section bordering the approach, presumably to discourage climbing. Inside the enclosure
are the ruinous remains of the church, tower and nave, both roofless, and masonry partially collapsed,
although largely intact to wall heads. Only the tops of a few gravestones were visible at time of the
survey, but more may be visible in the winter months. There is a large sycamore in the enclosure, with
several other large trees (including lime and scots pine) planted immediately outside the wall. Self-sown
sycamore, elder and lime are in the enclosure at south side. Entrance is now via a former wide gateway in
the wall on the north-west, probably used for wagons with coffins. Parts of iron gate fittings are still
visible at the gateway's east edge.
Airth Church was replaced by the parish church built by William Stirling in 1818, and has since become a
romantic ruin and thus part of Airth Castle's re-imagined architectural image, in keeping with the castle's
turreted façade.
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Illus 35: Gable wall of Airth Church in the Burial Ground.

Illus 36: South aisle of Airth Church.
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6.5 Policy woodland
Airth Woodland (Illus 37, 38)
Roy’s military map, Grassom and the 1st edition OS map all show woodland to the north of the castle. The
OS 1st edition shows linear paths leading through woodland to the West Drive from the Terraced
Gardens, but on later maps this area appears to be part of the surrounding agricultural land. The paths
are mainly aligned east/west, like the contours of the land.
There are now woodland areas with mature trees (broadleaf and conifer) growing on most of the steep
slopes on the estate. There is also woodland on either side of the West Drive, consisting of a mixture of
mature specimen trees (Scots pine, various conifers, beech, willow, oak and lime) and younger, self-sown
tress (sycamore, ash, etc). The very thick understorey of ponticum, elder, nettles, brambles, etc., makes it
difficult to traverse this area apart from along the footpath. Thick, glossy ivy climbs many of the trees.
Large specimen trees are visible along the length of the path. The dense woodland to the south of the
West Drive obscures the view of the Forth valley. On the whole, the woodland appears neglected and unmanaged.

Illus 37: Woodland along the West Drive.
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Illus 38: Woodland along the north side of the West Drive (footpath section).

6.6 Residential buildings
Airth Castle (cover illustration)
Airth Castle is a category A-listed building. It comprises a square tower built after 1488 with an early
16th-century wing to the east and a 1581 wing to the north. By 1762 the castle was L-shaped. It was
modified to triangular form in 1807 with the construction of a new block with a turreted façade, designed
by David Hamilton. This façade masks the late medieval tower and extensions from the north-west, but
the earlier components of the castle are still visible in other elevations.
The castle is well maintained as a hotel.

Gardener's Cottage (Illus 39, 40)
This cottage is shown in rectangular form on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map, with an enclosed
rectangular garden and orchard to west. This may have originally been a gardener's cottage, given its
close association with the Walled Garden and orchards.
It is a rectangular, four-bay cottage with two chimneys and a dormer storey, mostly covered with whitewashed harl, but blond sandstone rubble masonry is visible on the west face. A waist-high, white harled
wall borders the garden along the West Drive and curves in at the entrance; this is probably a 20thcentury addition. The gate posts are each topped with a carved stone lion sitting upright with its paws
resting on top of a shield bearing the Airth crest in low relief, quite worn. The lions may have been moved
here from another context, perhaps when a member of the family moved into the cottage.
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Illus 39: Heraldic lion on gatepost of Gardener's Cottage.

The house has been extended on the south-west side and modified with doorways, patio, gravelled drive
and parking area. The lawn to the west of house is framed with trees – most of them young, but there is
at least one mature oak. The cottage has a modern tiled roof.
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Illus 40: View of specimen trees surrounding the lawn of Gardener's Cottage.

7.0 Assessment of significance
7.1 The concept of significance
In the context of national policy, it is necessary to identify and understand the cultural significance of an
aspect of the historic environment before its national importance can be considered. The concept of
cultural significance, which is now widely accepted, was introduced in policy statements including the
Burra Charter (2013). Assessment of significance is designed to help establish why a place or feature is
considered to be important and why it is valued. It can be a subjective exercise – reflecting the moment in
history when it is written and the state of knowledge about the site at that time. This means that the
assessment of significance has the potential to change as knowledge and understanding of the site
increase, as ideas and values change or as a result of alterations to the place or feature.
In order to be considered to be of national importance and therefore inscribed on the Inventory of
Gardens and Designed Landscapes, designed landscapes must have a particular cultural significance artistic, archaeological, historic, traditional, aesthetic, scientific and social - for past, present or future
generations (Historic Environment Scotland Policy Statement, June 2016).
The cultural significance of a designed landscape rests on three types of characteristics, as set out in the
HES Policy Statement (2016).
1. Intrinsic - those inherent in the landscape and/or its constituent parts, including:
▪ its condition
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▪ its research potential
▪ the length and legibility of its apparent developmental sequence
▪ its original or subsequent functions
2. Contextual - those relating to its place in the wider landscape or body of existing knowledge,
including:
▪ the rarity of the designed landscape or any part of it, assessed against its regional and
national context
▪ its relationship to other, similar landscapes in the vicinity
▪ the relationship of the designed landscape and its constituent parts to the wider landscape
setting
3. Associative - the historic, cultural and social influences that have affected the form and fabric of
the designed landscape, and vice versa, including:
▪ its aesthetic attributes
▪ its significance in the national consciousness or to people who use or have used it, or their
descendants
▪ its associations with historical, traditional or artistic characters or events
The grading of significance here is based on a ranking system developed from Kerr (1996) for
conservation plans. It grades the quality of the landscape's intrinsic, contextual and associative
characteristics; based on the grading of quality, it assesses cultural significance according to a range, as
set out below.
Quality:

Outstanding

Range:

International

High

National (Scotland)

Some

Regional

Little

Local

An assessment of local cultural significance does not mean that a designed landscape or its constituent
parts are not worth conserving; indeed, sound conservation and management practices can enhance
their significance.

7.2 The significance of the designed landscape at Airth Castle
Intrinsic value
The development of the designed landscape at Airth is clearly legible through historic map regression and
documentary and pictorial sources, and its structure remains broadly place. A number of significant
components survive. The A-listed Airth Castle stands in its early 19th-century form with the late medieval
castle at the core, and it is well maintained as a hotel. Its setting includes some old planting and is well
maintained on the north, but the Terraced Gardens are rather neglected and in need of repair. The Blisted Stable Block has been much altered externally with modern hotel extensions and entrances and
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entirely transformed internally. Specimen trees and areas of woodland survive, but are not being
effectively managed. The main approaches from the west and east are still in place, including the B-listed
gateway to the East Drive. The Gardener's Cottage and Walled Garden survive, although the latter is now
dominated by the large 20th-century house that occupies most of it. Airth Church and Burial Ground still
form part of the castle's setting but are extremely neglected and overgrown.
Overall, the Airth Castle designed landscape has some intrinsic value in spite of the housing development
and modern agriculture that have encroached on the old estate. This value could be enhanced through
proactive conservation management of the surviving components and restoration of their character
where possible.

Contextual value
The designed landscape at Airth Castle has high contextual value. Airth Castle had historical links to
neighbouring designed landscapes, including Glenbervie House, which was owned by another branch of
the Bruce family. Throughout its history, it was also linked physically and conceptually to the village of
Airth, the medieval and 19th-century parish churches, the Pow Burn and the Firth of Forth via the former
port. From its position on a high scarp overlooking the estuarine flats and agricultural hinterland, the
views it commanded were visual manifestations of these links and relationships, and these remain legible
in the designed landscape today.

Associative value
The designed landscape at Airth Castle has a number of well-documented associations which enrich its
narrative. Its medieval origins include associations with William Wallace and the later (1488) Battle of
Sauchieburn, when the original castle was destroyed. The present castle and designed landscape have
associations with the Bruce family, proprietors through the late medieval period, and with later owners
the Graham-Stirling family. Parts of the castle and landscape are associated with garden designer William
Boutcher (although to what extent is still not clear) and the architects William Stirling and David
Hamilton. The Airth Castle designed landscape is considered to have high to outstanding associative
value.

Cultural significance
Given its legible sequence of development from a medieval noble seat, the survival of significant
components of the designed landscape, strong historical, visual and geographical links to the surrounding
landscape, and associations with prominent families, events and architects, the Airth Castle designed
landscape has high to outstanding cultural significance.
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8.0 Sources consulted
8.1 Historic maps
Cartographer

Date

Title

Sheet

Timothy Pont

1593-96

Glasgow and the County of Lanark

Pont 34

General William
Roy

1747-55

Military Survey of Scotland

Lowland
Scotland

Charles Ross

1773

A Map of the Shire of Lanark

North-east
Section

William Forrest

1816

The County of Lanark from Actual Survey

Ordnance Survey

Surveyed 1858,
published 1864

Lanarkshire, 25-inch to the mile

025.11

Ordnance Survey

Surveyed 1896,
published 1897

Lanarkshire, 25-inch (2nd edition)

025.11

Ordnance Survey

Revised 1910,
published 1911

Lanarkshire, 25-inch (3rd edition)

025.11

Ordnance Survey

Revised 1941,
published c 1949

Lanarkshire, 25-inch (4th edition)

025.11

Source: http://maps.nls.uk

8.2 Aerial photographs
NS 84 NE, 1950 (OS Air Photo Mosaics 1944-50)
Source: http://maps.nls.uk
NCAP-000-000-123-203 - 2009
Source: www.ncap.org.uk

8.3 Other sources
Websites
http://www.pastmap.org.uk/
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http://www.scotlandsplaces.gov.uk/
http://nls.uk/eresources
http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk
http://canmore.org.uk
http://www.scran.ac.uk
http://www.ncap.org.uk
http://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk
http://www.findmypast.co.uk
http://www.ancestry.co.uk
http://archive.org
http://www.historicenvironment.scot
http://catalogue.nrscotland.gov.uk
http://www.snh.gov.uk
http://www.newtons-online.net/documents/Descendants%20of%20George%20Baillie.pdf
http://www.thecastlesofscotland.co.uk
http://www.mellerstain.com
http://www.electricscotland.com
http://www.reformationhistory.org

Books, articles and grey literature
Ordnance Survey Name Books 1858-1861 Lanarkshire, Vol 43.
Irving, G V 1864 The Upper Ward of Lanarkshire, Vol 2. Glasgow: Thomas Murray and Son.
Lockhart W of Baronald, 1795 ‘Parish of Lanark’, The Statistical Account of Scotland, Vol 15.
McGibbon, D & Ross, T 1887 The Castellated and Domestic Architecture of Scotland from the Twelfth to
the Eighteenth Century. Edinburgh: T and A Constable for David Douglas.
Menzies, W 1845 'Parish of Lanark', Second Statistical Account of Scotland , Vol VI.
Davidson W 1828 History of Lanark. Lanark: Shepherd and Roberton.
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Scott-Moncrieff, R (ed) 1911 The Household Book of Lady Grisell Baillie 1692-1733. Edinburgh: University
Press by T and A Constable, for the Scottish History Society.
Scottish Natural Heritage no date The Story of the Clyde Valley Woodlands National Nature Reserve.
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